ABORTION BATTLE

TALK TO THE HAND: Women Studies major Rebecca Lubin and Father Andrew Pietraszko from St. Louis Catholic Church in Pinecrest debate whether a woman should have a right to have an abortion.

Clinic draws supporters, protestors

JACKIE DIAZ
Staff Writer

Every Saturday, Mary Salter drives to A Choice For Women, an abortion clinic in Kendall.

When she arrives, she dispenses pamphlets, blocks the driveway and waves signs at oncoming traffic.

“We come out here to pray for the women who are coming here and their babies,” the abortionist and staff,” said Salter, a leader of a pro-life group, “It was an overwhelming success.”

They do this to make sure that access to the clinic is not blocked.

In response, Clinic Director Eileen Diamond searched for people to come out and help protect the patients. She contacted the Miami Clinic Access Project, which has helped women get safe access to abortion clinics since 1994. MCAP’s Julia Dawson, the clinic defense’s main organizer, reached out and help protect the patients.
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Organization seeks to increases HIV/AIDS awareness

NICOLE ACOSTA
BBC Assistant

Last year, Tamara Marryshow and Matthew Parisi felt that FIU students and staff needed education and awareness on HIV and AIDS.

Thus, B-HIVE – which stands for Be HIV Educated – was born.

The B-HIVE Project was formed at FIU.

Their goal is to close down the clinic and stop women from getting abortions.

“We want to provide a presence so the public knows this is an abortion clinic,” she said.

Since the last week of May, pro-choice activists have gone out to the clinic, located on the 6660 block of 117th Ave, in Kendall, at 6:30 a.m. when the patients start arriving.

They do this to make sure that access to the clinic is not blocked.

By the end of the fundraising event, B-HIVE had raised almost $3,000. This money had also been raised through fundraising efforts and donations collected throughout the year.

All of the money went to the Children’s Home Society of Florida, nonprofit organization whose goal is to provide social services that will benefit children and families.

Marryshow was pleased with the outcome of B-HIVE’s event and fundraising efforts.

“It was an overwhelming success, and I was very proud to have gotten so much support from the FIU community,” she said.

Riding on the success of last year’s fundraiser, B-HIVE will be holding another big fundraising event Nov. 28.

The event will begin at 5 p.m. out on the housing quad by giving out information regarding HIV and AIDS. Free testing provided by Care Resource will also begin at this time and will last until the end of the event.

At 7 p.m., there will be presentations by the Wellness Center and the SENORITAS Project, which stands for Student Education Needed In Order To Reduce Infection and Transmission of AIDS/HIV and STDs. There will be testimonials given by people who have been affected by HIV and AIDS in any way.
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Annual lecture tackles past, current racism

NICOLE ACOSTA
BBC Assistant

As he stood onstage behind the podium and in front of a room of about 50 people in the Werthman Performing Arts Center at University Park, Colin A. Palmer delivered a speech promoting racial harmony and unity among the Caribbean countries in order to eradicate the racism of colonialism.

Palmer’s lecture, “Eric Williams and the Continuing Challenges of a Diverse Caribbean,” was part of the 8th Annual E. Williams Memorial Lecture honoring the late historian, politician and social activist. The event was held Oct. 6 and was part of the 2006-2007 Distinguished Africana Scholars Lecture Series, which was put together by the African New-World Studies at FIU.

Palmer’s two key points in his lecture were the “continued efficacy of the notion of political and economic integration of the Caribbean,” and to “examine Eric Williams attitude towards race and to emphasize that Williams always believed that a healthy body politic depended upon racial equity.”

“Some of the ideas that Eric Williams advocated, embraced and promoted during his long career are still very relevant to the modern Caribbean,” he said.

During the lecture, Palmer said that Williams wanted people to “recognize the truth” about the “cancer” that exists in the Caribbean because the white mentality is still dominant there and it is oppressing the people.

“If such prejudices must be exorcised,” Palmer said, “Williams maintained slavery was responsible for the ills of society. Poverty in the Caribbean wears a black and brown face.”

Palmer went on to say that it’s not only race issues that are keeping the Caribbean divided: sexism, homophobia, and other stereotypes should not exist.

This is why Palmer stressed that the solution to racial division is sensitive and understanding leadership. Carole Boyce Davies, ANWS and English professor. She is responsible for developing the program at FIU and the lecture series. Davies hopes that students left the lecture with a better
Campus groups support Kendall pro-choice clinic
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out to the Women Studies Student Association at FIU for support.

Student members of the National Organization for Women, Bolivarian Youth and the local Miami Chapter of Planned Parenthood also got involved.

“(Since) they are upsetting people by putting up their signs, we want to put ours in front of theirs so people know that there are people who support a woman’s right to choose,” said Beverly Thompson, professor and advisor of Women’s Studies.

Salter believes they have been getting a positive reaction.

“We’ve been successful at reaching out to women until the pro-choice people stopped us from doing that,” she said.

As of now, 170 pro-choice activists – including FIU students – have attended and some have returned several times, Dawson said.

“We will continue recruiting pro-choice activists to defend the clinic and make sure women have access to clinics safely without being harassed for what they are doing,” Dawson said.

According to Dawson, it is not unusual for vandalism to occur during these types of protest, although none has take place at the Kendall clinic.

Mary Salter disagrees.

“There are crazy people in any population. We are not violent. That’s not our message. We are convinced that we’re doing the Lord’s work,” she said.

She explained that there are women in the pro-life group who have had abortions, but their goal is to reach women before they abort.

“We also help women after having an abortion,” Salter said. “Throughout our program for forgiveness, Project Rachel, we offer private one-on-one counsel-

ing.”

Thompson believes it’s crucial for people to understand that abortion rights are legal but are being chipped away.

“The access to abortion is restricted in such a great manner that we really don’t have the right,” she said.

“There are fewer doctors being trained in it and fewer clinics.”

Thompson is currently working on a documentary with Dawson and Diamond.

It will focus on what is taking place at A Choice for Women as well as incidents in the state and throughout the nation that deal with abortions.

See Lee, president of WSSA, has taken part in the defense.

It’s important for people to understand that if you lose such rights it becomes an inequality for women because it’s invading their privacy,” she said. “Inequality for one is inequality for all.”
Big plans lined up for Hispanic Heritage celebration

WASHINGTON, D.C. — In celebration of this year’s Hispanic Heritage month, FIU is hosting a series of events – Mi Orgullo 2006. The 13-day celebration, which began Oct. 2 at the Biscayne Bay Campus, will consist of a variety of events that will provide students, faculty and staff an opportunity to learn about diversity in Latin cultures.

“This year we hope to celebrate Hispanic culture by highlighting every country’s pride,” said Ayxa Barbel, cultural celebration chair for Students Programming Council.

One of the goals of the celebration, according to Barbel, is to promote Hispanic culture.

“What makes the Hispanic Heritage Celebration unique is the fact that we are all very diverse, but we also have commonalities that unite us all as Latinos,” Barbel said.

“I enjoy listening and dancing to Latin Music,” Love said. “I find the rhythm [and] beats similar to the beats of the African-American music.”

BBC is also hosting their set of events.

“Our main purpose is to be educational. We want students to learn about Latin history and their traditions,” said Vanessa Robinson, BBC vice president of Students Programming Council.

Among other events is the Day of the Dead, an educational presentation about the meaning behind the Mexican holiday.

“My goal is to show the humor behind death because the entire celebration is to mock death,” said Gabriel Labrador, speaker of the house for the Student Government Council at BBC.

Other events include a story telling of Mimbres’ Revenge and a concert featuring Fulanito and Proyecto Uno which will be held at BBC.

“All events, unless specified, are free for FIU students, faculty, staff and the public.” Additional reporting by Eddith Sevilla and Geoffrey Anderson Jr., Beacon staff.

Mon., Oct. 16th: -Game Day @ The Pit

Lecture honors statesman
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understanding of the importance of who Williams was and what he stood for.

“There are people around the world who have made substantial contributions to their countries but he had another impact as a scholar because he was one of the first people to argue that there were economic reasons to slavery,” she said.

Erica Williams Connell, the daughter of Williams, was a guest at the lecture. She said it was important to honor her father at the lecture not just because he was her father.

“It’s important to honor this man, an academic, a statesman for what he achieved politically for Trinidad and Tobago,” she said.
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**Discussion surveys Islam**

**CEDRIC MARGRON**
**Contributing Writer**

About 30 students and staff members gathered in room 155 at the Biscayne Bay Campus’ Wolfe University Center to discuss the way Americans view the Islamic nation.

Americans for Informed Democracy presented a town hall meeting, Oct. 3, regarding the future of U.S.-Islamic World Relations.

As part of the discussion, AID brought guest speakers Katherine Gockel, program officer for policy analysis and dialogue at the Stanley Foundation and Areeb Naseer, legal director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations.

According to Gockel, a main objective was to define the way the American people associate Islam with the Middle East and the war in Iraq.

"While not a negative thing, it is not what we see on television, and the American people tend to make clichés whenever they hear the word ‘Islam,’" Gockel said.

"We need to understand the Islamic religion more in order to not associate it with the war in Iraq and other negative things," However this tendency doesn’t only go for Americans, according to Gockel.

"The gap in perception is also in the Middle East, where people have different perceptions about America."

To give an illustration on how 9/11’s negative effect on the Muslim world, Naseer commented on the face on American-Islamic relations used to receive two civil reports on a daily basis.

Many showed discrimination, anti-Muslim incidents, hate crimes such as acts of violence, verbal attacks taking place mostly in schools, at work and in places of worship. After 9/11, that number increased to 15.

"9/11 created a belief that there’s a clash of civilizations between the Americans and the people from the Middle East. Well, it’s not true!" Naseer said.

Naseer also stated that Americans in politics tend to create negative word associations with Islam. Although both speakers advocated the same topics, Gockel presented a worldwide view as opposed to Naseer’s local views, according to one student.

"I thought that Naseer’s dialogue was more efficient because he was talking more about the way it really affects Muslims here in America, whereas Gockel was talking about it in a more global aspect," said junior Pioneer Winter Jr.

Both speakers concluded that to raise awareness to improve U.S.-Islamic relations, young Americans have to be educated through dialogues in schools and universities.

"We need to know how Islam is practiced here in America but also around the world, and that has to be done throughout our educational system and also our leaders in politics," Gockel said.

---

**Students address poor penmanship**

**ELAYNE CARDOSO**
**Contributing Writer**

Before he started college, Leroy Adam always struggled with his penmanship.

"I went through the school system without knowing how to properly hold a pencil until it was pointed out to me that I was being held wrong," Adam said.

Now a teacher at Bay Harbor Elementary in North Miami, Adam was inspired to write a children’s book.

"Because of my love for writing and my experience as a teacher in the school system, I decided to write a story that students would enjoy and learn an important skill," he said.

Adam decided to collaborate with senior McSai Jean-Baptiste, and FIU student majoring in senior education, and Schnyder Thelas, a sophomore majoring in computer animation at Miami Dade College North.

They decided to create a children’s story using rhyme, repetition, clear illustrations and language to help children in kindergarten through third grade as they read and write.

"It goes without question that as educators it’s imperative that we obtain as much information and skills as possible in order to be a dynamic force in our own classroom," he said.

The story is about a pencil named Patrick and its owner Robert who does not know how to use the pencil because he has poor penmanship.

"The French crayon, the old and wise eraser, and the energetic white-out are companions of Patrick who try to help understand the reason for Robert’s poor handwriting but only complicate the situation further.

At the same time, Patrick begins losing his eraser as he tries to find Robert a solution.

"If you’re not motivated to read someone else’s reading," he said.

The book has not been published, but students can look forward to the publication within the next few months.

The trio plans to visit several elementary schools and host read outs as well as engage in several activities that assist the students with their handwriting and their reading comprehension.

Students will participate in learning how to properly hold the pencil through the tripod method, which means laying the pencil on their middle finger and pressing in with their thumb and index finger to obtain a better ‘grip.’

The book might also be used for FCAT preparation once mandated by the Board of Education.

"To say the sky is limited would be an understatement; we want to take this project as far as we can," Thelas said.

Adam hopes this story will motivate students to understand motor developments, hand-eye-coordination, posture and dexterity.

"This is an excellent resource for teachers to use in the classroom to teach students a life long skill," Adam said.
CRISNATHA DEROISIER
Contributing Writer

**Waiting for a Smile**

**FLU bureaucracy frustrates students**

"You’re number 58 in queue," says an electronic voice at the end of the phone. You curse to yourself.

This is the tenth time you’ve called to resolve your financial aid issues and you still haven’t gotten through to a human being.

"No big deal," you tell yourself. "I’ll just go to the office in person."

But when you arrive, the line stretches out the door and everyone looks irritated. After waiting in line for an hour you reach the front desk, where an overworked, underpaid and frustrated woman tells you that you need to go to the neighboring office.

There, you wait again – this time only thirty minutes. The teller at the counter says that you’re in the wrong line, and you start to see a pattern.

It is at this point that many students have their first great epiphany: taking care of business with FIU’s many departments and offices is near impossible.

Now, it’s time for your second epiphany: this annoying problem is more complex than it seems.

One graduate student, Jonelle Graham, works on the newly-formed Enrollment Services Student Council. The group, which was founded just this year, focuses on making the student-administration relationship less stressful. Graham assures that both school administrators and students want to improve the efficiency of the school’s bureaucracies, and that her group is a step in the right direction. She says the blame shouldn’t fall on the school’s departments or workers, but on the state’s overcomplicated funding process.

Last year, FIU was ranked as the ninth largest school in the state of Florida, but was eleventh in public funding. Why does FIU get less money? Because the state’s guidelines for awarding money to schools are based on a detailed, complicated system of requirements. Once any money is awarded, specific funds can only be spent on designated projects and positions.

But some issues cannot be resolved with money. The biggest complaint I’ve heard from students isn’t that they have to wait in lines — you do that just about everywhere — but that they have to deal with disgruntled office clerks.

Undergraduate student Leza Goldberg recalls horror stories of paperwork being lost, clerks giving her attitude and departments making stupid mistakes.

Personally, I feel like I get better customer service over the transaction of a Big Mac than I do over issues concerning my education.

Still, the problem facing students remains unsolved. While extravagant building projects continue to expand, FIU seems unable to cope with the ever-increasing student population; a rearranging of priorities is due.

This problem is only getting worse with time, and the real blame lies on all three levels: the state, the University and the employees who help students must change for the better.

The employees need to remind themselves that students are paying customers and thus deserve their gracious, genuine concern. The University administration needs to remember that their priority is helping resolve students’ problems, not on raising executives’ salaries or giving us the runaround.

Finally, the state needs to pay attention to the efficiency of how it allocates funds.

In high school, I held the prestigious title of “Smootchie Technician.” Like most students who have worked low-end, work-for-peanuts positions, I was forced to smile and be helpful to customers. When a customer had a smoothie that tasted more like raspberry than blueberries, I had to put on a smile and take care of the problem. I think paying thousands of dollars to the University should earn us at least that kind of customer service.

**CRISNATHA DEROISIER**

**Contributing Writer**

Sex. Everyone is doing it, right? While it is undeniable that sex plays a major role in our society, others still believe that being sexually active is something interfering with people that are united by marriage.

Sex before marriage is more common in our society today than it was in the 1950s.

What happened? Is it because we no longer value the sacredness of sexual behavior? Is it because having sex has grown to be viewed as more casual than special?

The media plays a big role. Living in a country where sex sells and where the definition of being sexy has become about how much clothing a woman wears – or rather, how much she doesn’t wear – I can understand the pressure that is put on young and single people to fit in.

Society has you believe that everyone else is having sex except for you. It paints a beautiful picture for you of how wonderful the experience can be, but there are some things that it fails to tell you – it fails to tell of all the dangers and responsibilities that can follow.

We are living in a time when our children are raised by television and urged to move along with the majority. Increasingly, ambitious young adults are delaying marriage. Census data shows that young adults in South Florida are waiting slightly longer than the national average, with more than half staying single through their 20s and a little less than one-third staying single between the ages of 30 and 34.

Being ambitious is wonderful, and if you choose to focus on your career before you walk down the aisle, there is absolutely nothing wrong with that. Is it wrong for these individuals to have sexual relations before marriage? Yes it is.

Love without commitment is not really love at all, but rather a lust that can follow. Your take on this depends on the definition of love, but most people agree that marriage is more than just a legal arrangement for two people that are united by marriage.
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Bill Buchanan, current president of Student Programming Council, knows firsthand about learning the healthiest form of anger expression. After a heated verbal confrontation with another student, the Student Center for Conflict Resolution sent them both to 24 hours of anger management sessions. Buchanan feels that the Student Center was doing this out of precaution, and that they were only doing their job.

“While I was upset, I got in trouble for something I felt I didn’t do. In a University setting, there’s no room for that kind of behavior on either of our parts,” Buchanan said.

Interpersonal conflict such as Buchanan’s is just one example of a situation that can set students’ blood boiling. Anger can also take another form that some students can relate to: road rage. Junior Maria Garcia explained what she sees as the source of road rage and just how it makes her react.

“People feel like they’re entitled, like they own the road, like blinkers are just an accessory for their steering wheel,” Garcia said. “It does make me angry, but if I try to cut them off, then I’ll get in an accident and chances are I’ll get the ticket and they won’t. I limit it to yelling.”

Easing the ‘just friends’ conversation

Sometimes, a lack of communication can cause complete chaos. Any encounter at a drive-thru or bank teller is a good example. Or when you tell your age-grandma “that’s great banana bread” and she hears “great aunt Hanna’s dead” and runs weeping into her room.

However, there is no more delicate situation than when dealing with matters of the heart (or loins). Sometimes, relationships get too familiar for your taste and, albeit rarely, you have to tell someone you just don’t dig them that way. The reasons could be endless. You might not be ready for a relationship; find the person barely attractive (only with a bio-hazard suit on in the dark), or are saving yourself for Chuck Norris (what can I say, it’s the Texas ranger chest hair).

Whatever the reason, you have to nip these situations in the bud. Laying down and not standing up for yourself for the sake of someone’s feelings can lead to greater emotional difficulties later on. Not to mention, that’s how you can get herpes.

There are easy ways to recognize when you might have to lay down the law. When you make a joke and the person laughs hysterically and then sighs while gazing at you lovingly is a good sign. Especially when you were just telling the person what the weather’s like.

Another way is the infamous “too long hug.” It’s a subtle trick, but over time you’ll notice that when the person hugs you goodbye, they’re spending way too much time in the embrace — enough time to unhook a bra.

The most obvious way, however, is when the person tries to make a deep personal connection with you by any means necessary. You could casually mention your dog is sick and the next day the person will come with vet-prescribed medicine, a dog acupuncture kit, and a replacement dog just in case. It’s the point at which you have to devise an exit strategy.

“DE-SEXIFY”

One way to decrease your appeal is to make yourself asexual. Turtlenecks and parkas are a good apparel choice. I pack peanuts in a bio-hazard suit on in the dark; find the person barely attractive (only with a bio-hazard suit on in the dark); you’ll notice that when the person hugs you goodbye, they’re spending way too much time in the embrace — enough time to unhook a bra.
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**THEATER**

**Anna in the Tropics**

**ANGELINA ESPOSITO**
Copy Editor

FIU’s theatre department puts up Nido Cruz’s Pulitzer Prize winning play, “Anna in the Tropics.” Directed by Wayne E. Robinson Jr, the play takes place in 1929 in a Cuban-American cigar factory in Tampa that still follows the hand-rolling tradition where workers are hired to read to the workers to educate and entertain them as they roll.

It is with the arrival of a new caretaker, Juan Julian (Juan Espinosa) and his choice of literature, the romantic Russian novel “Anna Karenina,” that romance and discord are sparked within the factory.

The owner, Santiago (Jose Urbino), is the father of two rollers, Marela and Conchita (Deanne Grau), is the father of two rollers, marela and conchita (deanne grau), and husband to Ofelia (Emily Saavedra and Maritxell Carrero) was also the fire in the family, it’s a look at human dysfunctional relationships.

In the Tropics may not be any different. In fact, there may have been some technical quirks it is still beyond worthy of the $8 to $10 ticket.

It’s more than just a story about a Cuban-American family, it’s a look at human emotion: the need to be loved, the feelings of jealousy, and the sharp emotions that each of them experience when expressing Conchita’s deep passions – demands sympathy. Urbino should be credited with pulling it off. The technical aspects complemented the show nicely with just some minor flaws.

**MUSIC**

**JOSE DE WIT**
Opinion Editor

The Pernice Brothers – Live a Little

In their fifth album Live a Little, the Pernice Brothers crank out another set of the same self-consciously sensitive, pretty-pretty soft pop ballads that have characterized their sound from their debut onward.

Mind you, this is not a bad thing. They specialize in mellow songs with soft vocals and even softer instrumentation that find life in an impeccable sense of melody.

The album’s only crack shows up on the third track, “Cruelty to Animals,” where Joe Pernice’s fondness for literature, witty lyrics gets the better of him.

He pulls off his linguistic pirouettes without a hitch in the verses, where he marries big words with twirling melodies to impressive effects in lines like “Stunning as a taxidermy dog who’s told to levitate.”

Pernice stumbles in the chorus, where he gets a tad too precious, borrowing from French children’s songs: “Allouette, gentille allouette…”

Young children could choke on syrup that thick.

The album’s second flaw is not in anything it does wrong, but instead in what it lacks. In Live a Little, the Pernice Brothers’ music fails victim to its own elegance. What makes their music attractive is their meticulous arrangements and elegant tone, but the restraint those qualities require quells any emotion that lies behind the melody and the words.

Overall, however, the Pernice Brothers are one of the few bands around today that can be counted on to deliver a consistent album of sophisticated, flawless pop gems, and Live a Little lives up to that promise.
Sessions can calm tempers

Whatever Buchanan’s mindset may have been upon first being sent to the sessions, he feels they were actually helpful, and even recommends them for those who may not think they need anger management. “I went in pretty close-minded; I didn’t think I was overly angry,” he explained. “Many people have anger they don’t even know they have because they suppress it. Emotionally, it kills you. I think [anger management] is beneficial for anyone.” Dr. Grossman agrees. “[Close-minded] people might be good candidates for anger management as well. You can get better at something by gaining insight or knowledge.”

Other recommended ways of breaking free from anger are fine-tuning your communication skills, incorporating humor into tense situations and scheduling some time solely for yourself.

Escaping suitor situation
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If you’re the kind who likes to avoid confrontation, this is the easiest solution. Change desks or departments. If the suitor asks you what happened, you can just claim complete denial. “I’ve always had the desk in the stairwell,” “No, this is not a wig” or “No hablo Ingles” are key phrases to remember. You could also

DISAPPEAR

If you’re the kind who likes to avoid confrontation, this is the easiest solution. Change desks or departments. If the suitor asks you what happened, you can just claim complete denial. “I’ve always had the desk in the stairwell,” “No, this is not a wig” or “No hablo Ingles” are key phrases to remember. You could also

join the witness protection program. Just tell the service you witnessed a criminal drop kicking a puppy or something and he wants you dead. They might just relocate you across town instead of the country.

If these tools don’t work, you could always just simplify and use the “hey, look over there!” trick. Just make sure the person doesn’t hear “hey, look no underwear!” Good luck.

Looking for action? Well do we have a job for you!

The Beacon is looking for a sex and relationships columnist. Apply in GC 210 or WUC 124 e-mail us at beaconlife@yahoo.com
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Black managers in jeopardy

JIM LITKE
AP Wire

Dusty Baker is gone. Frank Robinson is finished.

Cito Gaston won two World Series for the Toronto Blue Jays but hasn’t seen the inside of a dugout in years. And Don Baylor has dealt with the same fate a few years ago that befell managers everywhere: even in Washington, he was fired.

So now there is one. One black manager in the major leagues. The same number there was in 1975, the year Robinson made history by becoming the first of his kind in the major leagues.

But, in a sport that has liked to put itself on the back in recent years for opening the way to minority hires, one seems like an awfully lonely number.

It’s good old boy system kept minority candidates out of the dugout and front offices for so long on the sport is morally obligated to make sure the managerial pool is racially balanced.

It’s hard to fathom it today, but took 28 years from the time Jack Robinson broke the color barrier before there was a black manager in the major leagues.

Baseball, though, has a bigger problem: the sport is no longer a black man’s game.

That doesn’t mean baseball isn’t diverse, but the number of blacks players in the major leagues has fallen to 8 percent, the lowest since the Boston Red Sox became the last team to integrate in 1959. Last year, 49 of the 1,260 players were the first team in 52 years to go to a World Series without one black player on the roster.

And the number of black players in college, Little League or on the sandlots is dropping every year.

Coleman passed the ball to sophomore midfielder Olivi Birgisson, but the ball ricocheted off the left goalpost.

Minutes later, another promising chance ended in disappointment when Christian Caporaletti stumbled in the penalty area.

The freshman forward intercepted a pass and then evaded Tulsa goalkeeper Tyrel Lacey in a one-on-one challenge, but lost his balance immediately after.

Defenders quickly cleared the ball before Caporaletti could shoot.

FIU played without head coach Karl Kremser and usual starters David Hope and Phill Fisher, who served one-match red card suspensions.

Their absence hurt the Golden Panthers’ effort, but more importantly, the loss to Tulsa now hurts FIU’s chances at qualifying for the C-USA tournament.

“We’ve dug ourselves in a hole, which you don’t want to do because now we have to win (or tie) every time we play,” Eketebi said. “Tulsa is a 3-7 team so losing tonight would have killed their season.

“They had their backs against the wall and played accordingly. Now we’re the ones with our backs against the wall.”

Black managers in jeopardy

Black managers in jeopardy
The score lied to everyone who didn’t witness Southern Methodist University battle FIU at University Park. The Mustangs may have earned a 3-2 overtime victory Sept. 29, but only the 850 people in attendance at the FIU Soccer Stadium truly know the story of that match.

The men’s soccer team gave a performance so strong-willed and exceptional that its 4-4-2 record deserves an asterisk. How else could anyone truly understand the fight they put up against SMU, a team ranked No. 11 in all four collegiate soccer polls?

Questionable decisions by the match referee took away FIU’s team captain, starting midfielder and head coach — all within four minutes of each other. Despite this disadvantage, the Golden Panthers kept pace and nearly defeated a team favored to win a national championship.

An asterisk is clearly in order.

But that’s not allowed in the results-driven world of soccer. You either win, lose or draw. Neither FIFA nor the NCAA has made a category that accurately describes what happened Sept. 29.

On a night that honored the 1996 men’s soccer team that reached the NCAA championship game, the Golden Panthers played valiantly. They reassured players like former defender Kevin Birusiingh that coach Karl Kremser still fields a team based on hustle, heart and a willingness to challenge anyone.

The current squad doesn’t have the same level of talent and hasn’t proven to be as disciplined as the one they honored Sept. 29. But traces of the resilience that ‘96 magic filled the air as members of a historic squad watched the next generation of Golden Panthers admirably carry the torch.

The torch couldn’t have been lit at a better time. Since the beginning of the season, FIU has struggled when facing the top-tier of collegiate soccer. Though talented, players have occasionally lacked discipline, intensity or a consistent will to win. When FIU lost a close match to then No. 18 Illinois-Chicago a few weeks ago, players just couldn’t combine the intangible pieces needed to defeat a ranked opponent.

Well, someone must have given FIU a whole new set of blueprints because the Golden Panther constructed the performance that Kremser has pushed for all year. For 102 minutes, the men’s soccer team had a near-perfect game against the best team in the country. It’s a shame that what they built was knocked down by a few errant whistles.

SMU brought its undefeated record and No.1 ranking back to Dallas, but the Mustangs left behind a dangerous foe. FIU is battle-tested and understandably disappointed by the hard-fought match between the two teams. That emotion is bound to carry over now that Conference-USA league play has begun, and the Golden Panthers will need it to make it through a tough conference schedule.

Until the NCAA is willing to add an asterisk column, now is the time for FIU to funnel their disappointment into more wins.

Men’s soccer loss to SMU doesn’t paint whole picture
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Desma Thomas, assistant women’s basketball coach.

After I tore my ACL in Birmingham, I just thought that was it and I knew I wanted to coach.

Former UM standout brings WNBA experience
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A division one school at the University of Rhode Island,” she said.

After two successful years, everyone expected Thomas to stay put as part of a growing program in Rhode Island.

However, although she found success at a division one school, Thomas says she could not pass up the opportunity to come back home to Miami and says she is confident in FIU’s chances to compete.

“I would definitely say that coming back to Miami was a big reason for me coming here to FIU,” Thomas said.

Getting the opportunity to come back home and just knowing in the past how successful FIU programs use to really be and how good it has become were all factors,” she said.

Although she was a good all around player in her days on the court, Thomas was known specifically for her deadly shooting touch from the outside and says she looks forward to helping each member of the team improve on their shooting percentage this coming season.

As far as expectations go, Thomas admitted she still has somewhat of a blind eye as to what the team will look like this year, but is confident based on what she has seen in the past.

“I haven’t really seen the total team yet, but FIU has always been strong because of there inside play and the ability of their inside players to face up and shoot jumpers. With the mixture of the quickness of the guards and the bangers inside I think we should be able to develop and vie for the Sun Belt championship and hopefully get into the NCAA tourney,” she added.

According to Thomas, she is looking forward to learning all that she can from Head Coach Cindy Russo and working alongside new assistant coach Joanne Aluka-White.
After nearly upsetting top ranked SMU, men’s soccer falls to Tulsa

ANDREW KAMEKA
Staff Writer

Still stinging from a double-overtime heartbreaker to SMU, the men’s soccer team dropped its second straight match at home, losing 2-0 to Tulsa. A pair of nearly-identical goals propelled the visiting Golden Hurricanes to victory in the Oct. 4 match, and knocked FIU down to the bottom of the Conference-USA standings.

Tulsa (4-7-0, 2-1-0) attacked early and often, while FIU (4-5-2, 0-2-0) played sluggishly throughout the first half. The Golden Panthers struggled to protect their goal and had even more trouble penetrating their opponent’s defense, which allowed only two first-half shots on goal.

“We were losing passes all game and nobody was looking for anyone else,” senior defender Chris Handy said. “[Losing to SMU] definitely affected the game, but if you want to play college soccer, you can’t let that happen.”

Tulsa took a 1-0 lead with a Jose Parado goal in the 35th minute. Midfielder Hunter Christiansen stole the ball from FIU defender Sina Ebrahim on the left flank and then zipped the ball to Parado, who easily scored from close range.

Defender Kyle Corrie provided a bit of déjà vu when he scored on a point-blank shot in the 78th minute. After midfielder Eric Burkholder controlled a ball thrown in near the right outside marker, Corrie made the score 2-0 by guiding Burkholder’s low cross into the left side of the goal.

“Obviously it was an emotional game against SMU, but we didn’t come ready to play tonight,” assistant head coach Munga Eketebi said. “We played poorly from the get-go and there’s no excuse for that.”

Things could have been worse for FIU. Though both teams took 11 shots in the match, Tulsa forced senior goalkeeper Shawn Crowe to make four crucial saves in the first half.

Forward Joe Salem nearly scored on a shot directly in front of goal in the 4th minute, but Crowe blocked the attempt with his right foot. Crowe saved Burkholder’s low 10 minutes later, slightly left-leaning a penalty kick by trapping the ball on the ground.

But the two occasions that Tulsa did score and the several opportunities that FIU squandered left the Golden Panthers searching for answers.

“We played so hard against the No. 1 team in the country and then played really bad against Tulsa,” sophomore midfielder Dadi Kristjánsson said. “[The difference in play] is hard to explain.”

Eketebi added, “Tactically, we never got it together, which is a crying shame.”

FIU did threaten to score in the 1st half.

DEAD LAST

Senior shining for men’s soccer team

JENNEL PALENZUELA
Staff Writer

In his final season as a Golden Panther, senior David Hope is looking to bring help to a Conference USA championship to FIU.

He currently leads the team with 4 goals on the year, including a 2-goal performance in a shutout against Florida Atlantic, making that his third career game with multi-goals.

Hope leads the Men’s soccer team with 4 goals this season.

Starting in 10 of 17 games last season as a junior, and 9 of 11 games this year, Hope’s consistency has helped him become one of the key players for the men’s soccer team, which he intends on turning around during the second half of the season.

Q: The first few games of this season didn’t go as planned. How did the team keep a positive attitude towards the following games?

A: We knew we were going to be facing some top teams. It was hard at first, but it brought us closer.

Q: How has the team improved during the time you have been a part of it?

A: This year we have improved a lot, even though [our record] is not the best. There is more of a willingness to work and wanting to win. We have a greater unity.

Q: What are some of your thoughts as you first step onto the field before a game?

A: I’m excited to play. I’m also thinking about scoring goals.

Q: What is your own personal career highlight?

A: It would have to be the recent SMU heartbreaker to SMU, the men’s soccer team.
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Tough Hurdle: Senior forward David Hope leads the Men’s soccer team with four goals this season.

New assistant draws inspiration from past experiences

RENALDO SMITH
Contributing Writer

The opening chapter to Desma Thomas’ basketball story was nothing like she planned.

In her final year of high school at American Senior High, Thomas didn’t have luck on her side when she tore her ACL early in the basketball season.

However, even the constant pain of a torn ligament wasn’t enough to keep her away from the game as she continued to play the entire season in hopes of helping her teammates make it to the championship.

More than a decade later, Thomas, who was recently named an assistant coach on the FIU’s women’s basketball team, will look to instill that same heart and passion in the budding team.

After high school, Thomas decided to stay at home and attend nearby University of Miami, where she obtained a bachelor of business administration in sports management, and at the same time managed to have a basketball career with the Hurricanes.

To this day, Thomas remains the school’s all-time leader in both three-point field goals made and attempted, and was a two time all Big-East Third Team member.

After graduating in 1997, Thomas earned a spot on the Phoenix Mercury in the inaugural season of the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA). She then played overseas in Italy, Turkey and Sweden before joining the Birmingham Panther in the National Women’s Basketball League in 2001.

Unfortunately, Thomas would fall victim to another ACL injury in early 2001, and this time she was unable to play through it like she did in high school.

“A lot of my experiences in New Orleans at Dillard University which was a great experience for me and after two seasons, I got an opportunity at...”
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